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Outline
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• Different automation needs for Finite-Element Analysis (FEA)

• A novel geometry modeling approach for automation of FEA

• Status of current implementation

• Numerical results

• Concluding remarks



Automation of Finite-Element Analysis (FEA)
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• Conceptual design: Provide more simulation-based info for investment decision support.

• Preliminary design: Enable MDAO studies for interdisciplinary coupling benefits.

• Detailed design: Reduce labor cost for analysis of product mods before manufacturing.
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Envisioned Automation Process for FEA
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Current Status
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• The automated FEA process in ModelCenter starts with an OpenVSP geometry 

and ends with a NASTRAN 200 solution of any wing-body configuration under 

two constant pressure load conditions on the wing. 

• Two meshing tools: (1) HYBRID mesher in PATRAN, (2) Geompack++

• The automation process can be set up in minutes instead of hours or days.

• Long-term goal: Rapid MDAO capability using static aeroelastic analysis.



OpenVSP to Structural Geometry
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1. Trim OpenVSP Geometry

2. Add internal components

3. Partition/trim the surfaces



Novelty of FEM-Ready Geometry
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• Separation of internal component construction and FEM meshing:

o Construct a fully connected geometry model for both internal components and 

skins, which is called FEM-ready geometry.

o Generate a fully connected finite-element mesh for any FEM-ready geometry 

without manual preprocessing!

• The separation allows the use of the best available meshing tool in the automation. 

FEM-ready geometry

PATRAN mesh

A fully connected geometry model means that 

any two connected (pink and cyan) surfaces 

share a common (blue) boundary curve.

Skin InternalOpenVSP



HYBRID Mesher in PATRAN
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• Export FEM-ready geometry in IGES format as a collection of bilinear B-spline 

surfaces.

• Use PCL commands in a session file to control the meshing process and export 

the generated finite-element mesh in a bulk data file.

• The generated mesh is of high quality.

• Number of elements can be controlled by a global length parameter.

• The generated mesh usually contains both quadrilaterals and triangles.

Mesh generated by HYBRID

Skin Internal

Use one triangle to 

improve mesh quality

Constant stress



Meshing Software Geompack++
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• Geompack++ always generates a quadrilateral mesh for FEM-ready geometry.

• It is not easy to control the mesh size and quality.

• Advancing front method in Geompack++, Barry Joe, Canada.

• Export FEM-ready geometry in the 3D region format required by Geompack++:

o Each surface is interpolated by a bilinear B-spline surface.

o All surfaces are rearranged as a collection of watertight compartments.

Mesh generated by Geompack++

A watertight compartment

Disparity in 

element size



A Simple Thickness Optimization Problem
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• All elements for each [bilinear B-spline] surface in the FEM-ready geometry 

share a thickness design variable. 

• Two constant pressure load conditions on the wing:

o Total wing load in the downward direction is 1X of the cruise weight.

o Total wing load in the upward direction is 3X of the cruise weight. 

• All nodes on the symmetry plane are fixed.

• All elements have the same material property of a generic aluminum alloy. 

min WEIGHT 𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑡𝑜 von Mises stress ≤ stressUB

1X of cruise weight

3X of cruise weight

Fixed nodes on y = 0



User Input Requirements (I)
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Illustration of some structural layout parameters:



User Input Requirements (II)
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Illustration of some predefined groups:



Verification Cases
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• Four structural layouts for a subsonic business jet and a supersonic low-boom 

demonstrator concept are used to verify the automation process.

• Five meshes are generated for each layout. 

• All elements for one surface in FEM-ready geometry share one thickness design variable.

Supersonic configuration with 5 spars

305 design variables 378 design variables324 design variables 377 design variables

Subsonic configuration with 4 spars

One thickness

parameter



Sensitivity to Mesh Size
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377 design variables

378 design variables305 design variables

324 design variables



Meshes and Stress Contours
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Concluding Remarks
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• The automated FEA process starts with an 

OpenVSP geometry and ends with a NASTRAN 

200 solution for thickness optimization. 

• The automation process is versatile and robust.

• The automation process can be set up in 

minutes instead of hours or days.

• The process is verified with 20 meshes for 4 

layouts of 2 configurations.

• For each layout, the stress contour plot for a 

coarse mesh resembles a smeared version of 

that for a fine mesh.

• Automated mesh generation: (1) FEM-ready 

geometry for internal components and skins, (2) 

External meshing tools to generate a fully 

connected FEM mesh.

• External meshing tools: PATRAN and 

Geompack++

33,219 elements

8,280 elements



FEA Process for OpenVSP?
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Questions for Discussion
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1. Is it possible to develop a 2D structural layout interface in VSP 

and the underlying numerical algorithms to generate a FEM-

ready geometry model? 

2. Could a standard geometry definition requirement be 

established for automated finite-element meshing?

3. Is a simple finite-element model better than a more detailed 

finite-element model during conceptual design?

4. What is the best trade-off between the finite-element modeling 

complexity and the knowledge requirement in setting up the 

analysis model during conceptual design?

5. Is there a numerical method to merge two structural meshes 

properly and reliably?

6. Is it time to have a structural weight uncertainty quantification 

workshop (similar to drag prediction workshop)?
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Backup (I): Approaches for Automated FEA
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• Component-Level FEM Followed by Merging

o FEM mesh intersection (M4 and GeoMach [UMich])

o NASTRAN glue operation (Sharon Padula’s LOFT and Jesse 

Quinland’s modification of HCDstruct for D8)

• Defined Intersection and Component Scripting

o Applicable to a specific type of vehicles (Jay Robinson’s approach 

for supersonic bizjet, Jesse and Frank’s approach for HWB, 

University of Michigan’s approach for strut-braced wing, DLR’s 

detailed wing model and UAV model, and most approaches 

including some commercial ones)

• Component-Level Trim and Merging Followed by FEM Meshing

o FEM mesh for a trimmed and partitioned geometry model 

(ConceptFEM)



Backup (II): Complexity of Automated FEA
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DESSUB

(Design Case)

DCONSTR

(Constraint)

DRESP1 

(Formula)

PSHELL
(Element Property)

DVPREL1
(Design Variable)

DESVAR

(Initial, LB, UB)

MAT1
(Material Property)

Element

(Shell and Bar)
CBUSH

(Hinge Connector)

PBUSH
(Hinge, Actuator)

GRID

(Point)

NSM

(Fuel, Engine)

SET1

(Set of Points)

SPC/SUPORT
(DOF Constraint)

SPLINE

(Aero to FEM)

CAERO1

(Aero Panel)

CORD2R

(Hinge Line)
AESURF

(Control Surface)
TRIM Condition
(Flight/Control Parameter)

TRIM Case

(Design Case)

AELIST
(Aero for Control)

DESOBJ
(Global Objective)

SUBCASE
(Analysis/Design Case)

Control

Surface

Design

Aero-Structure Coupling

Structural FEM

LOAD
(Landing, Cabin)


